US National Standard in Culture

1
Hallucinate Drugs
MOSES: What is below standard in the defense of the youth is
on marijuana-deathdrug. Make it the same as what you do
with the pornographic market trade.
J. Edgar Hoover: These were busted by the FBI, and you
must see this!
MOTHER MARY: It breaks down the morality structures only
after about 7 times.
You would seek to having forthrightness in asking
them how many times to go to the electric chair.
Mathzedes: I was in San Francisco Haight-Ashbury
district. There were the dope houses not only there but in
areas such as the Fillmore where Janis Joplin in this suicide
lifestyle.
Nancy of Oregon: They are the panhandlers, they are a
nuisance. Today, they hit the school children.
Mathzedes: What was a great relief to all of us was that
they finally died off from smoking.
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Nancy of Oregon: That was the only way that we could get
rid of them, for them to keep smoking.
Mathzedes: They smoked in the 1960’s, they died in the
early 1970’s!
In the Jess Stern book, The Seekers, they do not take
care of rental property. They go about selling junk cars as
they do not keep up the car and sell it to the unwary.
MOSES: What you need then are the national standards on
poison drug laws. You can call them the Haight-Ashbury
laws.
MOTHER MARY: What it is saying is that these have
overdosed. They are now wrecks and cannot drive on the
streets again.
MOSES: Where you find this pattern, whether it is seen in
what Nancy said, that they are a nuisance, you then say that
they must state how many times they have smoked
marijuana-deathdrug.
MOTHER MARY: Determine the law for the police. They will
obey, but without stating the law, they have no guidance.
MOSES: And if they are found as a nuisance, they come
under traitor laws and go to the electric chair. It is without
sympathy, it is straightforward such as what was seen in
overdosing in San Francisco’s Haight-Ashbury district. Do
not forget that this is the same behavior of those under hash,
to enact great torture of others in community by their dropout rebellious attitudes, their lowering of property values for
their hash demons.
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ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: You are determining strictly on
number of times to determine overdosing. There is a huge
difference in that some are more violent than others.
MOSES: What you do not do is to put the police into the
judging of what is a socially acceptable behavior and what is
the person’s crime but one of overdose.
GOD HELIOS: It is not possible to put these people in a place
all to themselves such as the pornographic trade. You need
to remove them when they have overdosed.
NOSTREDAME: For you to interrogate whether their morality
structures are broken is a waste of time. They are broken.
MOSES: No, it is not a matter of nuisance. That is only to
show you whom to ask, you are looking for overdosing.
Mathzedes: The situation is that they will overdose and
die. It is a suicidal pact to the suicide. To be looking like
John Lennon at age 50. You are cutting the tie to them
earlier. How the marijuana-deathdrug hippies died in San
Francisco was by overdose.
Nancy of Oregon: They were daily smokers, and they
overdosed.
MOTHER MARY: It was not all in the style of Janis Joplin.
However the suicide is there waiting for them upon
overdosing.
ANDREA SELESTOW: How do they commit suicide? They
act as if life is a freebie, they are flower children, they can
now sleep in Golden Gate Park. They are peace-niks so they
say and will live on the street in the Haight-Ashbury. It is
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not something the people of San Francisco could tolerate.
The Grateful Dead is a band who lived across from Golden
Gate Park. It is then a chance of 10 in 10 that they will get
themselves killed. What you wish for, you get.
Nancy of Oregon: They are going to drop out. They are not
going to work.
ANDREA SELESTOW: They can hardly make it to the soup
kitchens. They are anti-social so they do not want to go
there. They will starve on the street. They will starve in their
daisy painted sleeping bag in Golden Gate Park.
Mathzedes: They smoked in the 1960’s, they died in the
early 1970’s! You cannot change the history, you cannot
make of a history record that did simply exist.
ANDREA SELESTOW: I asked a question recently of heaven.
I asked, “Are those who passed over from using marijuanadeathdrug recently better now? Did that experience get
wiped away somehow?”
They said to me, “No. These will be going to the
second death.”
So where are you in this? Are you saying, “marijuana
has no long term effects that I know of” yet see right before
your eyes, that they cannot remember to do the simplest
functions of throwing away trash, but leaving it for the next
“square”?
Nancy of Oregon: O.O. the rock star would urinate on the
religious statutes.
MOSES: There is nothing wrong with urination, and
perhaps, nothing wrong with urinating in public behind a
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bush or tree. However this is insurrection. And these must
be put down.
ANDREA SELESTOW: They are a nuisance such as the black
robed sandaled Satanic Church worshipper who goes into a
Catholic Church on Easter when everyone is wearing white
and pastels. Or he sits outside the Church as everyone
enters in, and you must pass by proclaimed Satan in himself.
MOSES: You can see this is “harassment”. You have been
given the knowledge that you are watching for harassment,
stalking and insurrection in safeguarding the Atom of
criminal behavior, and these be those that begin the crime
scene. In the detail of the new US Constitution.
MOTHER MARY: This is their challenging of the status quo.
The “squares.”
Mathzedes: Determine what is suicidal behavior. You can
put them on a lie detector, asking them the questions,
“Would you kill someone in New York City say a baby in a
garbage can and eat cannibal meat if you were hungry?” “If
you were offered a can of meat, and that can of meat was
from a baby killed, would you eat it?” “If you had a joint
now, and wanted some cookies, and the cookies were made
from people killed, would you eat it?”
Nancy of Oregon: How would they answer? They would.
ANDREA SELESTOW: They choose death not life.
MOSES: Choose life, not death!
Now you see why these are traitor laws? They are
killers, whether as a culture, onto themselves or of others.
They do not respect private property, not even the body.
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They are incapable of this. They are death-heads, they
promote the death culture. You can ask them in the lie
detector tests, “If you could kill a politician you hate, would
you? If you could kill a movie star you hate the acting,
would you?”
Nancy of Oregon: How would they answer? They would.
MOSES: You see how the one opium head who had been
royalty, killed 120 people and would continue in this life to
enact this senseless killing as a habit.
ARCHANGEL RAPHAEL: The hallucination from the drugs
you do not yet have the research on. You are at this time
only learning and we do not fault you. When that research
is forthcoming may still be something far into the future as
to why these kill from hallucinating.
MOTHER MARY: It is not the same then as the “morality
structure breakdown” teachings you have received but on
hallucinating. We do not fault you that you do not have
this research.
Mathzedes: Marijuana-deathdrug especially is taken for
bravado in doing crime.

MOTHER MARY: At this time of not having this
research at hand, the word you would set forth for
all to hear is to simply state that

“All hallucinate drugs are poison.”
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